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Historically, it has been claimed that camphor was mentioned by Marco Polo in the 13th century and Camoens in 1571, who called it the 'balsam of disease'" ...
COVID 19: Experts on whether camphor helps improve oxygen levels, relieve respiratory distress
(CNN) — They'd traveled hundreds and thousands of miles between them, but explorer Blair Niles and one-time spy Marguerite Harrison were ... during the early 19th century. Zanglein details ...
The women explorers who changed the travel world
He had the opportunity to train under Dr. Tinsley Harrison, the namesake of our letter series ... and he had an encyclopedic knowledge of medicine. In the first edition of his textbook that he wrote ...
Dr. Cobbs Reflects on Tinsley Harrison, MD
Witnesses in the Cabell County and Huntington opioid case accusing wholesalers of fueling the opioid crisis in the area explored at trial Wednesday the history behind the opioid crises in ...
Witnesses explain eras of US opioid crises at third day of trial
In this edition: A first look at the fundraising ... with her family once being “forced to choose between a mortgage and medicine,” leading up to the expansion of Medicaid under Gov.
The Trailer: Worried incumbents, MAGA celebrities, stingy corporations: Winners and losers of the first fundraising quarter
If you have a printed copy of the Associated Press Stylebook, even the 2020 edition, you’re out of date. In fact, if you haven’t looked at the AP stylebook online since April 23, you’re already out of ...
The AP and the latest style
But a 19th-century Hungarian doctor’s “epoch ... The mortality rate subsequently dropped dramatically, to around 1%. The first edition of the journal of the Society of Viennese Doctors.
‘Epoch-making’ paper on importance of handwashing goes to auction
Race correction in medicine is the use of a patient's race in a scientific equation that can influence how they are treated. Race correction in medicine has pitted medical students against their ...
Black or 'Other'? Doctors may be relying on race to make decisions about your health
First Ladies of the United States" at National Portrait Gallery puts the spotlight on the women who in this role emerged in their own right ...
Put your eyes on America's first ladies in 'Every Eye is Upon Me' at National Portrait Gallery
A lot has changed between the 19th century and today ... For a 5-year-old with a cough, they could try 25 drops. The medicine was great at calming kids down, probably because it was made of ...
24 Puzzling Parenting Tips From the 1800s
Five Vietnamese scientists have been listed in the 2021 edition of Asian Scientist 100, an annual list that recognises the achievements of the region’s outstanding researchers by Singapore’s Asian ...
Five scientists from Vietnam named among Asia’s best
The Asheville Citizen participated in the Newspaper National Snapshot Awards. Between July and September of that year, thousands of local residents submitted photographs in the hopes of winning it all ...
Asheville Archives: WNC amateur photographers shoot for national recognition, 1936
Try the first Our History quiz based on the historical stories that have appeared in The Enquirer over the last few years.
How well do you know Cincinnati history? Take the quiz
The Browns drafted 14 players in 2016 and only Rashard Higgins, the third of four fifth-round picks, remains on the roster today. Browns fans will tell you that the 2016 draft wasn’t the franchise’s ...
Browns NFL Draft Grades: A 15-year retrospective of ups and downs
For Rheinhardt Harrison, the records keep on coming ... It's time for the latest edition of the First Coast Varsity Weekly trivia section, a look back through the history of high school sports ...
First Coast Varsity Weekly: Mandarin girls dominate at Gateway track
Since the 1930s, the drink – a mix of mint, syrup, bourbon, water and crushed ice – has been the traditional cocktail of the Kentucky Derby. At this year's Derby, organizers plan to serve around ...
From the Middle East to the Kentucky Derby, the mint julep has always been about staying cool
Meridian Clinical Research in Omaha also is recruiting 12- to 17-year-olds for the Novavax trial. UNMC and Meridian already have participated in a trial of the Novavax vaccine in adults. The Novavax ...
Omaha World-Herald Sunrise Edition
MBRGI’s humanitarian, social and developmental initiatives touched 83 million lives in 82 countries in 2020 • Dh1.2 billion spent on humanitarian, social and developmental projects in 2020 • Spending ...
83 million people worldwide benefit from MBRGI’s Dh1.2 billion humanitarian and social projects in 2020
Scotiabank CONTACT Photography Festival has announced the full program for its 25th edition of the city-wide event. Every year, CONTACT enlivens greater Toronto with photo-based exhibitions and ...
Scotiabank Contact Photography Festival Announces 2021 Program And Highlights Of 25th Anniversary Edition
(Photo: David Harrison) I remember vividly the first time ... made its way into West Africa in the mid-19th century via Christian missionaries and, through trade, it was disseminated to other ...
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